
Dear Hearts,

Iwrite to you with a message of import for your lifestream, for your 
spiritual unfoldment and for the expansion of the Light in your world. 

In this sacred hour of our communion, will you afford me the opportunity 
to convey to your heart the pure message of God’s Love?

The Word of God is Purity. Purity in all aspects of Cosmic Law will 
allow the opportunity for you to make your Ascension, to become One 
with your Presence, to become so full of Light that every cell will be as pure 
new fallen snow. Does this sound like an impossible task? Not impossible 
— difficult perhaps — but you can win your Ascension by practicing the 
purification of all aspects of your lifestream.

The Light from your Presence is Purity. When this Supernal Light flows 
through your crystal chord saturating your world, your atoms spin at a rate 
and vibration that provides you the opportunity to transmute by the Fires of 
the Holy Spirit all karma you have garnered embodiment after embodiment. 
The great purifier is Fire. Fire saturating the earth will raise the vibration 
of this earth. Many have thought that Fire would be the destruction of the 
earth, the destruction of life as we know it. Those who think in that manner 
are thinking with a narrow consciousness. Yes, Fire destroys, but only that 
which is not in keeping with the Light of God. 

Every cell of your body contains a Spark of Divine Fire. To release 
those Sparks of Fire, it is important to cleanse every cell. This can be done 
in many ways. We all know that what we put in our mouth we become. 
Therefore, eating the purest foods and drinking the purest liquids are most 
important. But, in a time and age when it may not be so easy to come by 
these pure foods, you do have the opportunity to purify them. Did you 
think blessing your food was simply a manner in which you were giving 
thanks? The true blessing of the food is to pass the hands over the food 
infusing it with Fire, thereby transmuting all that is not of a vibration that 
should enter your body. During troubled times this is an important lesson 
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to learn as a saving grace for your physical body. Therefore do not eat or 
drink without properly blessing the food with the Violet Flame. Visualize 
the action. Center in your heart and know that the food you bless has been 
saturated and purified with the Violet Flame.

The air you breathe has many toxins. It becomes difficult at times to take 
a deep breath. It is important to non-the-less breathe in the prana — deep 
into the lungs. The body has its own purifying mechanism for dealing with 
the toxins in the air. Many teas are good for purifying the blood when you 
have been exposed to air that is impure.

Considering all the things of your physical surroundings that you 
contact daily that can pollute your world, it is no wonder you still question, 
“How can I purify?” I have already given you the key. Yes, beloved ones, 
your Presence, your I AM Presence can purify your entire world. Making 
contact with your Presence on a daily basis is absolutely essential in clearing 
the chakras so that they can spin at a rate and vibration to maintain your 
forcefield at a pitch that will not allow you to become a cesspool for the 
human creation of others. When each individual learns the technique of 
personal purification by the Fires of the Heart, the Fires of their own I AM 
Presence, then they are able to purify the world at large. Then it would no 
longer be necessary for environmental controls. For those controls would 
be self imposed by all who were looking out after their neighbor.

We must take up the discussion of consciousness. The greatest destroyer 
of Life in all its aspects is putrefied consciousness. Every ill thought, every 
discord, every malicious intent — if only of the thought world — is 
destroying your atmosphere. And as the pure atmosphere is destroyed, 
the astral plane becomes your forcefield. Pure thoughts are also essential 
for cleaning up planet earth. You must speak to the children at a very early 
age so that they might be trained in purity of thought. It is more than just 
learning good habits. One must infuse the thoughts with a pure heart. Purity 
of heart, pure intent, will nourish pure thoughts. When the thoughts are 
pure, the visualization can manifest in accordance with the Will of God. 
Then you will know the Purity of God vision.

The desires of the heart must be God desires. And you say how would 
I know if my desires are God desires or desires of the human flesh? Again, 
it is important to infuse your world with daily communion in the Holy 
Spirit. And as you are fired with Fires of God, the desires born of the heart 
will automatically become God desires. Those wants and wishes and human 
attractions will fall away naturally and on their own without any sense of 
struggle when you are filled with Light. Only the Purity of God can stand 
in the Light of God. All else is dissolved away by the grace of the Violet 
Flame. The Violet Flame — God’s purifier — can transmute all that would 
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lay heavily upon your shoulders as a weight of karma — weighing down the 
cells of your physical body, causing the aches and pains and maladies.

Again, constant communication with the Light of your own Presence 
can alleviate the burdens that are not only self imposed, but that you acquire 
through the human conditions of others surrounding you. You rise above 
the effluvia. You must walk and talk in a vibration that will keep you out of 
harms way. Yes, the earth is being infused with great Light. But when great 
Light is saturating the earth, great darkness can rise up, creating conflict, 
wars, and all forms of destruction. Each Dispensation and release of Light 
requires greater and greater vigilance on the part of the Lightbearers. It 
requires of you to make additional calls — to release greater Light through 
your Heart, to hold the balance for all that will be or could be effected as 
a result of this infusion of Light.

There are angelic beings waiting for your calls to move forward in 
armies of Light to deal with these situations. It is not just enough to know 
that they exist. It is vital to command these Legions. True, the Great White 
Brotherhood is working with many lifestreams across the planet. But each 
and every lifestream, beginning with yourself, is of vital importance to 
us in holding the Flame at your station, your point, in the Antahkarana of 
Light. Light is the alchemical key!

This is truly an age of Fire. Unlike the fires of damnation expected in 
the Book of Revelations, we advocate the true purifying Fires of Almighty 
God. In the gentleness of the flow and the stream of the Light, the Fire 
returning back to the Heart of God raises and lifts all that it contacts. The 
only pain comes if you entertain a sense of struggle, or fear of loss, trying 
to hold on to what you think you must have. Let go and let the Fires of 
your Heart burn brightly and purify the earth, purify your home, purify your 
body, purify your mind, purify all that you contact.

Beloved Ones, as you wear the Light of your own I AM Presence, let it 
wash your body. Let it relieve you of all the tension, all the anxiety, all the 
impure thoughts, all of the hardness of heart. Wash in the Light daily even 
as you would shower or bathe daily. It is a good practice to visualize even 
while bathing, affirming that you are not just washing with water but with 
the Violet Flame. Let that be a daily ritual as well. If you will consciously 
and joyously put your attention on infusing your world with the Violet 
Flame, your life can turn around 180 degrees. This process will take place 
so gradually and so effortlessly, that you will wonder what took you so 
long to come to this point of realization. The most difficult thing you have 
to accomplish, is doing it. Making the connection. Making the free will 
decision to make that connection and to apply yourself daily. That’s where 
your Victory begins.



And when you have so purified your world that you are a walking, talking 
Son of God, having been victorious over negativity, over the gravitational 
pull holding fast your karma and keeping you earth bound, you will be raised 
up, full of Light, ready to make your Ascension — never again compelled 
to walk among the vibrations of human effluvia. Then your service to the 
planet will truly begin.

Purity is a joyous path!

Purity is a joyous Opportunity!

Purity is a Flame of Joy!

Purity is the Light of God! 

And the Light of God never fails. You have my word! I trust that with 
this reminder of the Cosmic Law of Purity, you will practice all the aspects 
of Purity that will allow you the freedom of heart to move with the Cosmic 
Forces of Light at a time when your service is so needed.

Archangel Gabriel, the Goddess of Purity and my own heart Flame are 
at your beck and call for the flow of Light to reinforce your world. Be at 
Peace and be in the Love of God in Purity’s Flame.

Until we meet again, I AM the Light of Purity in the Flame of the  
Holy Spirit!

The Maha Chohan
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